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to invade Portugal,  and France planned an invasion of Action taken
England.   Havana, the chief town of Cuba, Spain's treasured Spain!*
West Indian island, was, however, captured by the English
and a fifth of the Spanish navy destroyed.1   Such military
and naval activities brought the war no nearer to an end,
and more was to be expected from the negotiations of Bute
and Choiseul.   Negotiations for peace had been opened as
early as 1759, and Frederick himself urged England to make
peace in 1761.   Negotiations in that year were so far satis- Negotiations
factory that  Pitt  and Choiseul had reached  substantial pea?e.df°r
agreement.    Then, however, the close complicity of France
and Spain, on the one hand, and the obstinacy of Pitt,
especially in his demand for a monopoly of the Newfound-
land fishery, on the other, together with the refusal of either
France  or England  to abandon their  allies, made   final
success impossible.   Just before the fall of Pitt, negotiations
were broken oft, but ten days after his fall, Bute reopened
them to more purpose, and by November, 1762, the pre~ Peace is
liminaries were signed.   Early in the next year Prussia and SIgned-
Austria came to terms.
By this treaty England regained possession of Minorca England's
and her position in the Mediterranean was thus safeguarded: acqmsitlons-
she retained Canada, yielding to France only two islands in
the St. Lawrence and certain fishery rights off the New-
foundland coast; she also kept Florida and Louisiana, and
the West Indian islands she had taken, except Martinique
and St. Lucia. She thus restored the best of her West
Indian islands to France as well as Belleisle and Goree,
and all the French territory in India except five factories.
Britain also returned Havana and Manila to Spain. In
Europe, Frederick retained Silesia.
Great Britain surrendered much in return for the Peace;    itigsm of
her success in the War justified a firmer attitude at the
negotiations, and had Pitt still been in power, firmness
would have been shown.   Perhaps the greatest contem-
porary indignation was levelled at the abandonment of	The
£*     <•     •  i     r      t*     i       n	-i	±	i        •       i. -	donment  of
Frederick, for England made a separate peace, leaving mm	Frederick by
to make the best terms he could.   In 1773 Frederick com-	Bntam
1 Corbett, England in the Seven Years' War, vol. iL, p. 282.

